Maeandros Ensemble
Technical Requirements

Maeandros Ensemble
Stage Plot

Mavrothi ( oud & voice)
Chair
Vocal Mic
Boom Stand/Cables
DI (for XLR)
Phantom Power

Leptesp (clarinet)
Chair
Instrument Mic
Boom Stand/Cables
DI

Misael (violin)
Chair
Instrument Mic
Boom Stand/Cables
(DI if necessary)

Timothy (percussion)
Chair
Instrument Mic
Boom Stand/Cables

Monitor
Separate Mix

Monitor
Separate Mix

Stage Right

Stage Left

**Tech Requirements**
- 3 Instrument Mics
- 1 Vocal Mic
- 2-3 DI’s
- 4 Boom Mic Stands
- XLR & 1/4” Cables
- Minimum 2 Monitors, Separate Mixes Preferred
- Minimum of 2 Main Speakers for Audience
- Powered Sound Board
- Sound Engineer

**Miscellaneous Requirements**
- 4 Chairs
- 4 Low music stands
- 8 bottles of water
- Green room/changing room
- Pre-Show Snack (Preferably healthy and tasty!)

Note: Mavrothi typically brings his own vocal mic (condenser) and instrument mic (condenser, attaches to oud). Both mics require phantom power, and the instrument mic connects through DI via XLR cable.